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post secondary sustainability educators / Alice Cassidy, Yona Sipos and
Sarah Nyrose -- Chapter 6: Hortus In Urbe: Building a sustainable
development curriculum in Chicago / Euan Hague, Howard Rosing and
Joesph P. Schwieterman -- Chapter 7: An interdisciplinary teaching
module on the global clothing industry: lessons from working across
four disciplines and two universities / Niki Harre, Anis Azizi, Penny
Brothers, Ties Coomber, Ellinor King, Andrea Michelle Mead, Sarah
Saeckel, Manuel Valle, Samantha Zi Lin Yeo, Yulun (Darren) Zhang --
Chapter 8: Integrating sustainability into a freshman -engineering
course through an institute - level initiative: a teaching -learning model
with authentic activity and context / Raghu Pucha, Kata Dosa, Sunni
Newton, Meltem Alemdar, Ruthie Yow and Jennifer Hirsch -- Chapter 9:
Integrating sustainable development into the curriculum: enacting
'scalar shifting' in esd competencies / Paul Benneworth, Renze Kolster,
Martin Stienstra, Laura Franco-Garcia and Ben Jongbloed.
Creating a sustainable future is one of the biggest challenges that we
face as a human race. This is often made even harder by the apathy of
many towards the need for sustainability. Education will play a crucial
role in finding a solution to the global climate crisis, by shaping future
generations who are informed, enlightened and ready to take action.
This book explores the value of institutions of higher education in
leading the way on the topic of sustainability education by ensuring
that it is well entrenched in the curriculum, as well as in everyday
practice and lifestyles. This unique volume features authors from
different parts of the world who narrate their own experience of
integrating sustainability into their curriculum, and teaching
sustainability to students. By exploring the idea that education and
sustainability should be seen as intrinsically linked if we are to see
global change, this important text will prove invaluable for leaders,
scholars and policy specialists in higher education.


